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We are in the Age Of Aquarius  and

around in wifty wafty clothes'... I

eventually bring birth to the new. 

Uranus, God of the sky and the heavens, is the ruler of Aquarius.

parts of this sign - which then awakens new thinking, creativity and brings people

Astrology, the energies of Uranus are electric and crammed with change. Uranus is forward

It balks at tradition, and celebrates originality and individuality.

And Aquarius empties the vessel of the old, in order to refill it wi

And here we have 2 Aquarians taking on the challenge of bringing something new to the table. 

Original and fresh. On instruments we have Dutchmen Peter Cox (Forest Field, Earthshine), who also 

wrote the songs. All vocals are provided by

now a resident of the USA. Heavily influenced by Astrology and the mysteries of this and other 

worlds, Zoe rewrote  the lyrics to express her feelings on the topics at hand.

Cover art and Tracks: 

 

On YouTube you can find the video for 

Social 

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/ageofaquariusmusic
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Age Of Aquarius 

Rock - Prog - Alternative 

Dawn Of The Age Of Aquarius 

3 February 2017 

www.ageofaquariusmusic.com 

contact@ageofaquariusmusic.com 

and it was never about fluffy bunny rabbits, unicorns and walking 

'... It's about great changes and destruction of the old, 

eventually bring birth to the new.   

Uranus, God of the sky and the heavens, is the ruler of Aquarius. Destruction & Change being the key 

which then awakens new thinking, creativity and brings people

Astrology, the energies of Uranus are electric and crammed with change. Uranus is forward

It balks at tradition, and celebrates originality and individuality.  

Aquarius empties the vessel of the old, in order to refill it with new fresh waters.

And here we have 2 Aquarians taking on the challenge of bringing something new to the table. 

On instruments we have Dutchmen Peter Cox (Forest Field, Earthshine), who also 

wrote the songs. All vocals are provided by the lovely Zoe Ehinger, born and raised in England, but 

now a resident of the USA. Heavily influenced by Astrology and the mysteries of this and other 

worlds, Zoe rewrote  the lyrics to express her feelings on the topics at hand. 

 

1. Under One Big Sky (4:34) 

2. The Water Bearer (7:43) 

3. Air Element Three (3:35) * 

4. Uranian Utopia (6:14) 

5. Ray Five (3:10) * 

6. Mercury Rising (4:20) 

7. The Seventh Hymn (6:15) 

8. Darling Jupiter (4:18) 

9. Amethyst Tranquility (3:27) 

10. Saturnian Chaos (7:35) 

Total time 51:15 

* instrumental 

ideo for Darling Jupiter . 
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it was never about fluffy bunny rabbits, unicorns and walking 

destruction of the old, which will 

Destruction & Change being the key 

which then awakens new thinking, creativity and brings people back to life.  In 

Astrology, the energies of Uranus are electric and crammed with change. Uranus is forward-looking. 

th new fresh waters. 

And here we have 2 Aquarians taking on the challenge of bringing something new to the table. 

On instruments we have Dutchmen Peter Cox (Forest Field, Earthshine), who also 

the lovely Zoe Ehinger, born and raised in England, but 

now a resident of the USA. Heavily influenced by Astrology and the mysteries of this and other 

 * 
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YouTube - www.youtube.com/user/RockCompanyNL

Availability 

The album is available in digital formats

A CD version is available through 

(www.rockcompany.nl )  and various retailers

 

Contact us at info@rockcompany.nl

reviews, so we can link to it on our social networks and website.

Rock Company

Neerseweg 60

5988 DA Helden

The Netherlands

www.rockcompany.nl

***music for all moods***

 

Thanks and all the best! 
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www.youtube.com/user/RockCompanyNL 

he album is available in digital formats through all major outlets.  

available through CDBaby (www.cdbaby.com) and the bands label 

and various retailers. Distribution in EU by Rock Inc./Bertus.

info@rockcompany.nl for more information or interviews. And please inform us about 

reviews, so we can link to it on our social networks and website. 

Rock Company 

Neerseweg 60 

5988 DA Helden 

The Netherlands 

www.rockcompany.nl 

***music for all moods*** 
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and the bands label Rock Company 

ertus. 

And please inform us about 


